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High-spin states have been studied in neutron-deficient57
124La67, populated through the
64Zn(64Zn,3pn)
reaction at 260 MeV. The Gammasphereg-ray spectrometer has been used in conjunction with the Microball
charged-particle detector, the Neutron Shell, and the Argonne Fragment Mass Analyzer, in order to select
evaporation residues of interest. The known band structures have been extended and new bands found. Most of
the bands are linked together, allowing more consistent spin and parity assignments. Comparison of band
properties to cranking calculations has allowed configuration assignments to be made and includes the first
identification of theg9/2 proton-hole in an odd-odd lanthanum isotope. Two bands have been assigned a
ph11/2^ nh11/2 structure; the yrast one exhibits a signature inversion in its level energies belowI 518.5\, while
the excited one exhibits a signature inversion aboveI 518.5\.








































Doubly odd nuclei of the massA;125 light rare-earth
region exhibit the phenomenon of ‘‘signature inversion’’@1#
whereby the expected energetically ‘‘unfavored’’ signatu
component of certain bands actually lies lower in ene
than the corresponding ‘‘favored’’ component at low sp
~e.g., see Ref.@2# and references therein!. Specifically, for
the yrastph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration the ‘‘favored’’a51
signature, defining odd-spin levels, only becomes energ
cally favored at spinI *18\. The systematics of the critica
‘‘inversion’’ spin have been the subject of several rece
studies, e.g., Ref.@3#, and this phenomenon is still not full
understood theoretically. The present paper provides new
sults for 124La, in which signature inversion is indeed ev
dent. Signature inversion also occurs in certain bands of d
bly odd nuclei in other mass regions. These includepg9/2
^ ng9/2 bands ofA;80 nuclei@4,5#, ph11/2^ n i 13/2 bands of
A;160 nuclei@6#, ph9/2^ n i 13/2 bands ofA;170–200 nu-
clei @3#, and recentlypg9/2^ nh11/2 bands ofA;100 nuclei
@7#.
A major problem of many doubly odd nuclei is the lack
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rigorous spin and parity assignments, which is usually co
pounded by the observation of many unlinked bands. Glo
systematic trends of yrastph11/2^ nh11/2 bands have been
used to suggest assignments inA;125 nuclei@8#, while spe-
cific experimental studies often reach different conclusio
In the present paper, several band structures in124La have
been linked together, allowing more consistent relative s
assignments to the bands. Furthermore, absolute spin
parity assignments are inferred through comparison to res
from the core-quasiparticle coupling model. A second~ex-
cited! ph11/2^ nh11/2 band has been established in
124La con-
nected to the first~yrast! ph11/2^ nh11/2 band. The yrast
ph11/2^ nh11/2 structure exhibits a signature inversion belo
I 5(18.5\), while the excited structure exhibits a signatu
inversion above I 5(18.5\). The observation of near
degenerate twinph11/2^ nh11/2 bands has recently been cite
as evidence for a new ‘‘chiral’’ symmetry breaking in nucl
@9,10#. This occurs for triaxially deformed odd-odd nucl
which rotate aplanar to the angular momenta of the odd p
ticles ~proton and neutron! in a left-handed or a right-hande
geometrical configuration. In the present case, at least at
spin, the larger energy difference between the bands in124La,
of several hundred keV, is more consistent with expectati
for an axially symmetric~prolate! nuclear shape with plana
rotation.
Another band, not connected to the other structures
124La, is assigned a high-K pg9/2^ nh11/2 configuration; with
Kp582, the bandhead is expected to be isomeric and
associated with the known ‘‘high-spin’’ isomer assigned
b-decay studies@11#. Bands built on thepg9/2^ nh11/2 con-
figuration have systematically been observed in odd-odd
(Z551) isotopes@12#, odd-odd I (Z553) isotopes@13#, and
also in the lightest odd-odd Cs (Z555) isotopes@14,15#. The


























































H. J. CHANTLERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!in odd-odd La (Z557) isotopes, although thep9/2 orbital is
manifest in neighboring odd-A 121,123,125La isotopes@16–
18#. Large quadrupole deformation (b2'0.28) brings the
pg9/2 orbital, which originates below the sphericalZ550
shell gap, close to theZ557 Fermi surface. Furthermore
this orbital is a key ingredient of the highly deformed~or
‘‘superdeformed’’! configurations (b2>0.35) in heavier
massA;130, Z,60 nuclei@19–26#.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
High-spin states inA;125 nuclei were populated with
the 64Zn(64Zn, xa yp zng) fusion-evaporation reaction. In
particular, states in doubly odd124La were populated through
the 3pn (x50, y53, z51) exit channel. The experimen
was performed at the Argonne National Laboratory, usin
260-MeV 64Zn beam supplied by the ATLAS superconduc
ing linear accelerator. The beam was incident on a thin s
supporting zinc target, of nominal thickness 500mg/cm2.
The Gammasphereg-ray spectrometer@27#, containing 78
HPGe detectors, was used in conjunction with the Microb
@28,29# charged-particle detector and the Neutron Shell@30#
in order to provide clean exit channel selection by defin
the number of evaporated particles (x, y, z). In addition, the
recoiling evaporation residues were passed through the
gonne Fragment Mass Analyzer~FMA! @31# and were dis-
persed according to their mass-to-charge (A/q) ratio. A
position-sensitive parallel grid avalanche counter, locate
the focal plane, provided theA/q information as well as
time-of-flight information.
Events were written to tape if threeg rays were detected
in prompt coincidence, or twog rays plus an event in the
Neutron Shell, or twog rays plus an FMA event; approxi
mately 1.063109 events meeting these criteria were r
corded.
A. Evaporation particle detection
The Microball charged-particle detector, consisting of
closely packed CsI~Tl! scintillators covering 97% of 4p, was
used to determine the number of evaporated alpha part
~x! and protons~y! associated with an event. A combinatio
of pulse-shape-discrimination and zero-crossover-tim
techniques was used in the off-line analysis to separate
charged particles—namely, protons, deuterons, and a
particles—as detailed in Ref.@28#.
The Neutron Shell, consisting of 30 liquid-scintillator d
tectors, replaced the five most forward rings of Gamm
phere HpGe detectors and was used to define the numb
evaporated neutrons~z! associated with an event. The ne
tron detectors are also sensitive tog rays, necessitating
neutron-g discrimination; a combination of time-of-fligh
neutron-g discrimination and pulse-shape discrimination w
used in the off-line analysis.
B. Other channel-selection techniques
In order to improve the channel selection further, t
BGO anti-Compton shield elements of the Gammasph
spectrometer were used as ag-ray fold and sum-energy se














front of the BGO suppression shields was exposed, allow
g rays to strike the shield elements directly. The number
BGO elements firing and their total energy were recorded
each event, providing fold~k! and sum-energy~H! informa-
tion. By setting off-line software gates on a two-dimension
k-H plot, a significant improvement in the quality of th
channel selection was made. Specifically, lowk andH values
enhanced the four-particle124La channel.
Another channel-selection technique consisted in the
amination ofg-ray sum energy~H! recorded by Gammas
phere in relation to the total energy of the charged partic
(EM) deposited into the Microball. Off-line gates were set
a two-dimensionalH-EM plot @the ‘‘total energy plane’’
~TEP! of Ref. @32## appropriate for124La. While cutting the
overall statistics by a factor of 50, this final selection grea
reduced contamination from125La (3p channel!, the stron-
gest nuclide produced in the64Zn164Zn reaction at 260
MeV.
III. RESULTS
Approximately 5.323108 events corresponding to
0a3p1n evaporation and lowk-H were selected from the
original data set of 1.063109 events. These selectedg-ray
events, of mean fold 3.07, were unfolded into constitu
triple (g3) coincidence events and replayed into a Radwa
format cube@33#; 1.33109 events were incremented into th
cube. These selected events were also used for an ang
distribution analysis, as discussed in Sec. III B. In addition
two-dimensional cut was made on theH-EM plot to further
enhance the124La channel and a second cube was genera
Approximately 9.83106 events were selected, resulting
108 increments into the second cube. Analysis of the cu
was conducted using theLEVIT8R graphical analysis packag
@33#.
Finally, these events were further gated by the FMAA/q
values corresponding to mass 124. The final one-dimensi
g-ray spectrum, with all gating conditions applied, is show
in Fig. 1 and contains essentially only124La transitions. It
should be noted that theg-ray efficiency is low below 100
keV because absorbers were placed in front of the HP
detectors to reduce the count rate due to x rays. The pres
of the Microball also attenuates the low-energy rays.
FIG. 1. Gamma rays selected for124La through a combination
of gating techniques as discussed in the text. The transitions
labeled by their energy in keV and band number~Figs. 2 and 3! in
parentheses.1-2
tive
SIGNATURE INVERSION IN DOUBLY ODD 124La PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!FIG. 2. Level scheme~with Fig. 3! deduced for124La from this work. The transition energies are given in keV and their rela
intensities are proportional to the widths of the arrows.e
n-
me
nd 5A. Level scheme construction
The previously known band structure of124La @34# has
been significantly extended. The deduced level schem01431of
124La is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, where the ordering of tra
sitions is based on relativeg-ray intensities and triples (g3)
coincidence relationships. The two parts of the level sche

































H. J. CHANTLERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!~Fig. 3! is isomeric. The assignment ofI p5Kp582 to its
bandhead follows from the deduced configuration of t
band and is consistent with the ‘‘high-spin’’ isomer observ
in b-decay studies@11#. The measured transition energi
and the relative intensities of the124La g rays are listed in
Tables I–VI. Examples ofg-ray spectra, extracted from th
cube, are presented in Figs. 4–6.
B. Relative spin and parity assignments
Although absolute spin and parity assignments canno
rigorously made from the present experiment; compariso
theory and systematic trends have been used to derive
values given in Figs. 2 and 3, as discussed in Sec. IV
Relative assignments are, however, inferred from the exp
ment.
In order to establish multipolarities of the strong tran
tions, an angular-distribution analysis of the data was p
formed. After selecting transitions in124La with the ancillary
detectors, theg-ray data were projected out into the rings
Gammasphere at a given angleu relative to the beam direc
tion; eight rings were used in this analysis. The normaliz
transition intensities were determined in each ring and w
fitted to the standard Legendre expansion of the angu
distribution function@35#,
FIG. 3. Level scheme~with Fig. 2! deduced for124La from this
work. The transition energies are given in keV and their relat












in order to obtain empiricalA2 and A4 angular-distribution
coefficients. For some of the weaker transitions, or th
with an unphysically large fittedA4 value,A4 was set to zero
and only a value forA2 extracted. Examples of the fitte
angular distributions are shown in Fig. 7. The angul
distribution coefficients obtained for some of the strong
dipole transitions were used to extract multipole mixing
tios d by comparing the deducedA2 andA4 values to theo-
retical values@35,36#; the results for transitions in bands 2,
and 5, using the phase convention of Ref.@35#, are included
in Tables II, III, and V, respectively.
Multipolarity assignments for the weaker transitions a
doublet transitions were made from an angular-correlat
analysis of coincidentg-ray intensities. An average coinc





was evaluated for the transitions. Here the coincident int
sitiesI gg were measured at an angleu1 when gated by quad
rupole transitions at an angleu2. This approach yields theo
retical R values for pure stretched quadrupole and p
stretched dipole transitions of approximately 1.00 and 0.
respectively; these results are included in Tables I–VI.
e




b A2 A4 R Mult. Assignment
298.0 14.3 0.96~3! E2 (92→72)
423.1 48.3 0.96~2! E2 (112→92)
541.5 75.8 0.295~88! 0.148~94! 1.10~2! E2 (132→112)
651.1 73.2 1.01~2! E2 (152→132)
749.2 59.1 1.07~2! E2 (172→152)
837.8 38.2 0.93~2! E2 (192→172)
914.1 19.6 0.97~4! E2 (212→192)








aThe g-ray energies are estimated to be accurate to60.3 keV for
the strong transitions (I g.10), rising to60.6 keV for the weaker
transitions.
bErrors on the relative intensities are estimated to be less than 5
the quoted values for strong transitions (I g.10) and less than 10%
for the weaker transitions.1-4
nsitions
SIGNATURE INVERSION IN DOUBLY ODD 124La PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!TABLE II. Measured properties of theg-ray transitions assigned to band 2.
Eg ~keV!
a I g
b A2 A4 d R Mult. Assignment
87.6 4.4 0.46~8! M1/E2 (82→72)
126.3 10.0 0.55~4! M1/E2 (72→62)
192.5 35.0 0.49~2! M1/E2 (92→82)
194.5 17.9 0.47~2! M1/E2 (102→92)
212.5 5.2 (82→62)
262.0 34.5 20.139~70! 0.105~84! 0.057~4! 0.47~2! M1/E2 (112→102)
269.3 23.6 20.565~85! [0 0.50~2! M1/E2 (122→112)
279.6 5.9 (92→72)
324.7 20.6 0.41~2! M1/E2 (132→122)
326.9 13.2 0.60~2! M1/E2 (142→132)
373.7 15.2 0.51~2! M1/E2 (152→142)
375.2 8.6 0.51~2! M1/E2 (162→152)
386.7 20.1 0.88~3! E2 (102→82)
406.1 5.7 (172→162)
456.0 12.3 0.78~4! E2 (112→92)
531.0 35.2 1.06~2! E2 (122→102)
593.9 25.2 0.320~81! 20.016~86! 0.99~2! E2 (132→112)
651.8 39.8 0.544~66! [0 0.97~3! E2 (142→122)
700.6 31.0 0.91~3! E2 (152→132)
748.0 33.1 1.16~4! E2 (162→142)
781.2 26.4 1.13~5! E2 (172→152)
851.3 14.5 0.98~5! E2 (182→162)
877.0 7.0 1.63~10! E2 (192→172)
917.7 10.7 1.00~5! E2 (202→182)
975.6 2.6 1.06~6! E2 (212→192)





aThe g-ray energies are estimated to be accurate to60.3 keV for the strong transitions (I g.10), rising to
60.6 keV for the weaker transitions.
bErrors on the relative intensities are estimated to be less than 5% of the quoted values for strong tra

















gnedC. Band structures in 124La
Bands 1–3 were previously observed in Ref.@34# but no
links between bands 2 and 3 were found; no spin or pa
assignments were made. These three bands have now
observed to higher spin and linked together, while band
and 5 are newly identified. The current spin and parity
signments start from band 3. This band represents the
spin yrast configuration and is hence associated with higj
proton and neutron intruder orbitals: namely,ph11/2 and
nh11/2 orbitals. Theph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration is consisten
with the assignment of Ref.@34# and also the band’s align
ment properties.
The coupling of the low-V h11/2 proton (V51/2) and
high-V h11/2 neutron (V57/2) leads to a semidecouple
@37# structure for band 3 with an expectedK value of 3 or 4
~i.e., 7/261/2) at low spin. The spin and parity of the lowe
level experimentally determined in this band are, howev







the core-quasiparticle coupling model, as discussed in S
IV A.
The interlinking dipole and quadrupole transitions b
tween bands 1 and 2 at low spin imply that these bands h
the same parity. The transitions linking bands 2 and 3 h
angular-correlation values consistent with pure stretched
pole transitions and are assigned asE1 transitions. More-
over, the lack ofDI 52 links ~i.e., E2 transitions! also sug-
gests a change in parity. Bands 1 and 2 are hence assi
negative parity. The present assignments for124La are also
consistent with the lowest-energy theoreticalDI 52 band
~doubly decoupled@38# band 1! having signaturea51, i.e.,
odd spins.
The observation of bothDI 51 and DI 52 transitions
linking bands 3 and 4 suggests that they have the same~posi-
tive! parity. Indeed, the positiveA2 coefficient for the 841
keV linking transition ~Table VI! implies DI 51 M1/E2
character withd.0 for this transition.1-5
nsitions
H. J. CHANTLERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!TABLE III. Measured properties of theg-ray transitions assigned to band 3.
Eg ~keV!
a I g
b A2 A4 d R Mult. Assignment
122.6 63.6 0.61~2! M1/E2 (91→81)
133.2 152.1 0.54~1! M1/E2 (101→91)
191.4 4.2 0.88~6! E2 (91→71)
200.9 147.8 20.306~60! 0.049~77! 20.050~12! 0.51~1! M1/E2 (121→111)
225.0 198.7 20.286~61! 0.081~77! 20.035~13! 0.55~1! M1/E2 (111→101)
255.4 34.0 0.236~79! 20.053~95! 1.01~3! E2 (101→81)
274.1 61.2 20.346~60! 0.081~77! 20.079~15! 0.51~2! M1/E2 (141→131)
320.0 120.0 20.401~58! 0.069~75! 20.113~20! 0.45~1! M1/E2 (131→121)
354.1 19.2 20.790~66! 0.094~94! 0.48~4! M1/E2 (161→151)
357.9 42.5 0.226~84! 20.019~94! 1.04~3! E2 (111→91)
396.3 57.0 20.363~60! 0.075~77! 20.091~13! 0.42~2! M1/E2 (151→141)
425.6 109.4 0.225~79! 20.129~86! 1.06~2! E2 (121→101)
442.8 4.2 0.48~5! M1/E2 (181→171)
449.9 23.2 20.342~60! [0.0 0.40~4! M1/E2 (171→161)
453.4 0.7 0.34~6! M1/E2 (231→221)
473.4 2.7 (211→201)
476.6 8.3 (191→181)
520.6 64.6 0.519~48! [0.0 1.00~3! E2 (131→111)
538.0 1.4 (201→191)
593.8 134.3 0.301~81! 20.028~84! 1.02~4! E2 (141→121)
622.2 1.1 (221→211)
670.2 63.1 0.339~81! 20.068~85! 1.08~3! E2 (151→131)
750.3 91.4 0.416~84! 0.080~88! 1.08~2! E2 (161→141)
803.8 55.8 0.403~91! 20.156~96! 1.12~3! E2 (171→151)
892.3 54.0 0.356~95! 20.202~10! 1.05~4! E2 (181→161)
919.0 32.5 0.409~86! 0.002~90! 1.27~9! E2 (191→171)
1010.0 27.2 1.02~7! E2 (211→191)
1013.9 24.9 0.86~6! E2 (201→181)
1077.5 17.2 (231→211)









aThe g-ray energies are estimated to be accurate to60.3 keV for the strong transitions (I g.10), rising to
60.6 keV for the weaker transitions.
bErrors on the relative intensities are estimated to be less than 5% of the quoted values for strong tra







gionThe use of ancillary detectors with Gammasphere con
sively proves that band 5 belongs to124La ~see Fig. 1#!. It is
not in prompt coincidence with the other bands of124La
which suggests that the bandhead is isomeric. The b
properties are consistent with a high-K (Kp582) pg9/2
^ nh11/2 configuration, and hence the bandhead is assig
I p582. The high-K nature of the bandhead is expected
make this level isomeric; indeed a ‘‘high-spin’’ isomer wi
I p572 or 82 has been observed inb-decay studies of124La
which populated states in124Ba up toI p572 and 81 @11#.01431-
nd
ed
The present configuration assignment is consistent with
82 isomeric bandhead for band 5.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Absolute spin and parity assignments
The core-quasiparticle coupling model~CQPCM! @39–
41# has been used to calculate the energy levels of
ph11/2^ nh11/2 bands~bands 3 and 4! in
124La. This model
has already been successfully applied to this mass re1-6
nsitions
SIGNATURE INVERSION IN DOUBLY ODD 124La PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!TABLE IV. Measured properties of theg-ray transitions assigned to band 4.
Eg ~keV!
a I g
b A2 A4 R Mult. Assignment
157.1 1.2 (121→111)
242.6 5.9 0.54~2! M1/E2 (141→131)
318.2 7.0 (161→151)
334.0 3.9 (131→121)




490.7 8.6 1.04~6! E2 (131→111)
576.9 18.3 0.297~81! 20.028~85! 0.98~2! E2 (141→121)
605.1 12.1 1.09~4! E2 (151→131)
680.3 23.6 0.431~71! [0 0.90~2! E2 (161→141)
716.1 13.0 (171→151)
794.2 24.6 0.97~2! E2 (181→161)
824.7 11.5 (191→171)
909.2 22.7 1.20~14! E2 (201→181)
926.8 8.4 (211→191)
982.2 2.9 (241→221)









aThe g-ray energies are estimated to be accurate to60.3 keV for the strong transitions (I g.10), rising to
60.6 keV for the weaker transitions.
bErrors on the relative intensities are estimated to be less than 5% of the quoted values for strong tra
















sis@42–44#. In the present case, a triaxial (g513°) rigid-rotor
122Ba core was first coupled to an oddh11/2 neutron to form
123Ba and then to an oddh11/2 proton to produce
124La. The
results for the first and secondph11/2^ nh11/2 configurations
are presented in Figs. 8, and 9, respectively, where they
compared to the experimental energy levels of bands 3 an
Good agreement is found when the lowest observed leve
band 3 is assigned spin 7\. It should be noted that the the
oretical state of spin 5\ lies only 30 keV below the state o
spin 7\, which may explain why this state was not identifie
experimentally. With these spin assignments, the energy
els of band 4 are also well reproduced~Fig. 9!.
The current assignment of 91→71 for the 191 keV tran-
sition of 124La is consistent with the systematics of odd-o
lanthanum isotopes@8# and also recent ‘‘extended’’ tota
Routhian surface~TRS! calculations@45#. In contrast, how-
ever, recent work on126La @46# has suggested spin values 2\
lower for theph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration in that nucleus, in




B. Cranked Woods-Saxon calculations
Representative results of cranked Woods-Saxon calc
tions for 124La, employing a triaxial Woods-Saxon single
particle potential@47,48#, are shown in Fig. 10. In these ca
culations, the pairing strength is calculated at zero freque
and is modeled to decrease with increasing rotational
quency such that the pairing has fallen by 50% atv
50.70 MeV/\, as detailed in Ref.@49#. Average deforma-
tion parametersb250.28, b450.0, and g50° were ob-
tained from standard TRS calculations@49–51# for possible
configurations in124La. The labelling convention of the or





@gl^ l z&1gs^sz&#. ~3!
In Eq. ~3!, gs is taken as 70% ofgs, f ree , while gl51 for
protons andgl50 for neutrons. The calculations are pe
formed over a decomposition of harmonic oscillator ba1-7
nsitions




b A2 A4 d R Mult. Assignment
286.5 60 0.309~99! 0.135~120! 0.37~1! 1.07~2! M1/E2 (92→82)
315.3 31.7 0.116~87! 20.037~81! 0.22~5! 1.23~3! M1/E2 (102→92)
329.8 1.5 (172→162)
340.0 16.6 1.20~4! M1/E2 (112→102)
341.2 1.5 (162→152)




601.6 20.7 1.09~4! E2 (102→82)
655.2 30.0 0.80~3! E2 (112→92)
661.4 16.4 1.02~4! E2 (182→162)
670.7 16.2 1.07~3! E2 (172→152)
700.3 34.8 1.00~4! E2 (122→102)
702.5 10.3 1.15~9! E2 (192→172)
710.1 26.2 1.07~3! E2 (162→142)
736.3 31.2 1.07~4! E2 (132→112)
751.4 22.2 1.08~3! E2 (152→132)









aThe g-ray energies are estimated to be accurate to60.3 keV for the strong transitions (I g.10), rising to
60.6 keV for the weaker transitions.
bErrors on the relative intensities are estimated to be less than 5% of the quoted values for strong tra













t-states, the dominant components of which are included
Table VII for each level.
C. Alignment and energy systematics
The experimental data are presented in Fig. 11 in term
an alignmenti x plot @52#, as a function of rotational fre
quency,v'Eg/2\ for DI 52 transitions. A rotational refer
ence, based on a configuration with a variable momen
inertia Jre f5J01v2J1, with Harris parameters@53# J0
522.7\2 MeV21 and J1516.6\4 MeV23, has been sub
tracted in each case; band 3 over the frequency range
<v<0.50 MeV/\ was used as the reference for this sy
tematic comparison.
The energies of the linked bands 1–4 are shown, rela
to a rigid-rotor reference, as a function of spin in Fig. 12.
can be seen that band 3 represents the yrast band at low








D. Electromagnetic transition strengths
The determination of absoluteB(M1) andB(E2) values
requires the measurement of nuclear lifetimes. Howe
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios of reduced transition probabilities ma
be readily extracted from experimentalg-ray branching ra-













with l5Tg(I→I 22)/Tg(I→I 21) and Eg measured in
MeV. Such ratios of reduced transition probabilities ha
been extracted for the strongly coupled bands 2–5 in124La
a d are shown in Fig. 13. The experimentalE2/M1 multi-
pole mixing ratiosd, where available, were used in calcula1-8
nsitions
SIGNATURE INVERSION IN DOUBLY ODD 124La PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!TABLE VI. Measured properties of the interbandg-ray transitions.
Bands Eg ~keV!
a I g
b A2 A4 d R Mult. Assignment
1→2a 85.4 10.0 (72→62)
2a→1 127.6 34.1 0.60~3! M1/E2 (82→72)
1→2a 171.0 53.8 0.54~2! M1/E2 (92→82)
1→2a 207.5 5.3 0.60~3! M1/E2 (112→102)
2a→1 215.9 26.0 0.56~3! M1/E2 (102→92)
1→2b 401.6 22.9 0.71~3! E2 (112→92)
2b→3b 591.3 5.6 0.69~6! E1 (112→101)
2a→3a 636.4 10.4 0.50~9! E1 (122→111)
2b→3b 759.6 9.6 0.64~8! E1 (132→121)
2a→3a 767.1 9.4 0.69~6! E1 (142→131)
4a→3a 840.9 26.9 0.194~100! 0.108~110! 0.28~10! 0.52~1! M1/E2 (121→111)
2a→3a 845.4 7.5 0.51~3! M1/E2 (162→151)
2b→3b 867.3 8.0 (152→141)
4a→3a 897.3 11.8 (141→131)
4a→3a 905.3 7.0 (161→151)
4b→3b 966.6 21.5 20.089~54! [0 M1/E2 (131→121)
4b→3b 978.0 9.1 (151→141)
4a→3b 1068.4 4.7 (121→101)
4b→3a 1174.0 5.4 (131→111)
4a→3b 1217.4 6.8 (141→121)
4b→3a 1257.5 3.1 (151→131)
4a→3b 1302.5 4.0 (161→141)
4a→3b 1349.5 2.5 (181→161)
aThe g-ray energies are estimated to be accurate to60.3 keV for the strong transitions (I g.10), rising to
60.6 keV for the weaker transitions.
bErrors on the relative intensities are estimated to be less than 5% of the quoted values for strong tra












ing the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios; otherwise,d was set to zero
~the ratios,}@11d2#21, are insensitive to the exact value
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The parameterGKK is defined as
GKK5K~gK2gR!5Vp~gVp2gR!1Vn~gVn2gR!, ~7!
where gK is the effective g factor of the related two-
quasiparticle configuration and thegV values are taken from
Table VII. The rotationalg factor gR is taken as equal to
Z/A50.460 andK5uVp6Vnu, coupled in accordance with
the Gallagher-Moszkowski rules that require parallel intr01431s
-
sic spins@55#. The quadrupole momentQ0 can be estimated
from the TRS-predicted deformation parameters (b2 , b4 ,
g). CalculatedB(M1)/B(E2) ratios are included in Fig. 13
Finally, thed values were used to determine the ratio
DI 51 to DI 52 reducedE2 transition probabilities depopu
lating a level of spinI, i.e.,
B~E2;I→I 21!








Results for band 3 are shown in Fig. 14.
E. Configuration assignments
Based on previous work, experimental properties, a
comparison to the Woods-Saxon cranking calculations, it
been possible to assign quasiparticle configurations to
bands in124La. The results are summarized in Table VIII an
the band properties discussed below.
1. Bands 3 and 4:ph11Õ2‹nh11Õ2 bands
The flat i x of band 3 forv,0.5 MeV/\, shown in Fig.
11, implies aph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration through blocking
arguments; i.e., neither the theoreticalvEF nor theve f align-
ments of Fig. 10 are evident. In terms of the quasiparti


















H. J. CHANTLERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!correspond to Ee (a51) and Ef (a50) configurations, re-
spectively. Similar to band 3, the protonvEF and neutron
ve f alignments of Fig. 10 are absent~blocked! in band 4 and
hence this band is assigned an excitedph11/2^ nh11/2 struc-
ture; the two signature components correspond to Fea
50) and Ff (a51) configurations, respectively.
Both bands 3 and 4 show evidence for the rotatio
alignment ofh11/2 protons atv'0.50 MeV/\, correspond-
ing to thevFG ~band 3! andvEH ~band 4! alignments in Fig.
10~a!. The rigid-rotor plots for bands 3 and 4~Fig. 12! show
that the energy splitting between the bands decreases
increasing spin, and atI;26\ after a backbend, the excite
band becomes energetically favored. The signature split
within the two bands is related to the energy splitting of t
nh11/2 orbital, while the energy difference between the tw
bands is related to the energy splitting of theph11/2 orbital.
However, the latter splitting of the E and F orbitals is e
pected to increase with spin, as shown in Fig. 10~a!. A simi-
lar situation is seen in the corresponding twinph11/2
^ nh11/2 bands of
134Pr and has been attributed to differe
quadrupole deformations@56# and more recently to chira
symmetry@10#.
The favored signature component of a specificj shell is
given bya f5 j mod 2. Moreover, the favored signature com
ponent of a specificj p ^ j n shell-model configuration in a
doubly odd nucleus is expected to be
a f5@ j p1 j n#mod 2. ~9!
FIG. 4. Examples of background-subtractedg-ray spectra show-




For example, the favored signature component of the y
ph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration should have a f5@11/2
111/2#mod 251, or odd spins. However, with this defin
tion, band 3 exhibits a signature inversion at low spin w
the ‘‘favored’’ odd-spin component actually higher in ener
than the ‘‘unfavored’’ even-spin component. The signatu
invert at I c5(18.5\), corresponding to a rotational fre
quencyv50.45 MeV/\; this is evident in Fig. 15 which
plots the staggering parameter@57#, defined as
FIG. 5. Examples of background-subtractedg-ray spectra show-
ing transitions, labeled in keV, in bands 3 and 4 of124La.
FIG. 6. Examples of background-subtractedg-ray spectra show-
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1E~ I 21!2E~ I 22!#, ~10!
as a function of spin. In band 3, the splitting is related to
energy difference of the two signatures of thenh11/2 orbital
@levels e and f in Fig. 10~b!#. It should be noted that the e an
f orbitals are essentially degenerate at low spin and
FIG. 7. Examples of angular distributions. Experimental inte
sities are shown by the data points, while fitted angular-distribu
functions are shown by the curves. The 286-keV transition~a! is a
DI 51 transition of band 5 withd.0; the 542-keV transition~b! is
a DI 52 transition of band 1; the 225-keV transition~c! is a DI
51 transition of band 3.
FIG. 8. Comparison of the energy levels of band 3 in124La with
results of the CQPCM for the firstph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration.
Theory suggests a spin of 7\ for the lowest experimental state o
band 3.01431e
-
quency and no signature splitting should occur in band 3
low spin. The correspondingph11/2^ nh11/2 bands in odd-
odd 122La @58# and 126La @46,59# are also included in Fig.
15~b!, taking spin assignments from smooth systema
trends as proposed by Ref.@8#. It can be seen that the inve
sion spin systematically increases with mass number
noted in Ref.@2# for odd-odd caesium and lanthanum is
topes.
In the case of band 4@Fig. 15~c!#, there is a large signa
ture splitting at low spin. For the excitedph11/2^ nh11/2 con-
-
n
FIG. 9. Comparison of the energy levels of band 4 in124La with
results of the CQPCM for the secondph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration.
FIG. 10. Representative cranked Woods-Saxon sing
quasiparticle energies, appropriate for124La, for protons~a! and
neutrons~b!. The parity and signature (p,a) of the levels are~1,
11/2!, solid lines; ~1,–1/2!, dotted lines;~–,–1/2!, dashed lines;
~–,11/2!, dot-dashed lines. Quasiparticle alignments are indica















H. J. CHANTLERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!figuration, the proton F orbital (a51/2) is coupled to the
neutron e and f orbitals and the favored signature Fe haa
50, or even spins. This is indeed the case for band 4 at
spin, but there is now a signature inversionabove Ic in band
4 in contrast to the signature inversionbelow Ic in band 3.
Moreover, the signatures cross again in band 4 aI
5(24.5\), but this could be related to perturbations of t
smooth band behavior by alignments of quasiparticle pa
Indeed, there is a sharp backbend in thea51 signature of
band 4 rather than a more gradual upbend as seen in ta
50 signature and both signatures of band 3 atv
'0.5 MeV/\, as evident in Fig. 11~b!.
The behavior of the signatures in bands 3 and 4 of124La
is consistent with the ‘‘signature quartette’’ description
TABLE VII. Quasiparticle orbitals as labeled in Fig. 10 wit
their dominant Nilsson components and calculatedg factors. The
calculations were performed withb250.28 andg50°.
Label Nilsson configuration g factor
a511/2 a521/2 @NnzL#V
p Subshell gV
p A B @422#3/21 ~91%! g7/2 0.54
C D @404#9/21 ~93%! g9/2 1.32
F E @550#1/22 ~89%! h11/2 1.65
H G @541#3/22 ~90%! h11/2 1.50
I J @420#1/21 ~80%! d5/2 2.52
n a b @411#1/21 ~77%! d3/2 1.85
c d @413#5/21 ~92%! g7/2 0.38
f e @523#7/22 ~90%! h11/2 –0.32
h g @532#5/22 ~88%! h11/2 –0.38
i j @402#5/21 ~75%! d5/2 –0.48
FIG. 11. Experimental alignment plots for the bands
124La.01431w
s.
Ref. @60#; the excitedph11/2^ nh11/2 band is predicted to
show signature inversionabovethe critical spin. The behav
ior of the twoph11/2^ nh11/2 bands in
124La is also similar to
the chiral-partner bands seen in this mass region@10,61,62#,
where low-spin signature inversion is seen in one~the yrast
configuration!, but not both, chiral partners of theph11/2
^ nh11/2 configuration. Furthermore, it has been sugges
that signature inversion and chirality may be intimately
lated @63#.
The experimentalB(M1;I→I 21)/B(E2;I→I 22) ra-
tios for band 3 also show a clear signature dependence
can be seen in Fig. 13~b!. The ratios are larger for the tran
sitions from thea51 signature to thea50 signature com-
pared to those for the transitions from thea50 signature to
FIG. 12. Experimental rigid-rotor plots for bands 1–4.
FIG. 13. ExperimentalB(M1;I→I 21)/B(E2;I→I 22) ratios
of reduced transition probabilities for theDI 51 bands in124La.
































SIGNATURE INVERSION IN DOUBLY ODD 124La PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!the a51 signature; unlike the level energies, no signat
inversion is evident, which is, however, consistent w
neighboring odd-odd nuclei @15,34#. Calculated
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios for theph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration
are included in Figs. 13~b! and 13~c! and on average agre
with the experimental values. The experimentalB(E2;I→I
21)/B(E2;I→I 22) ratios for band 3, shown in Fig. 14
could not be determined with sufficient sensitivity to exa
ine signature effects, but have an average value of appr
mately 0.03. Any signature dependence~staggering! in the
B(M1;I→I 21)/B(E2;I→I 22) or B(E2;I→I
21)/B(E2;I→I 22) ratios must be attributed to theDI
51 reduced transition probabilities rather than theB(E2;I
→I 22) values; neither experimental nor theoretical e
dence exists which suggests that the latter quantities sh
exhibit significant signature-dependent effects. The signa
effect of theM1 transition probabilities is entirely due to th
Coriolis mixing of V51/2 states in the nuclear wave fun
tion and can occur for axially symmetric or triaxial shape
However, a significant signature dependence of the n
stretchedE2 transition probabilities only occurs for nonaxi
shapes@64#.
In the literature, signature inversion has been attribute
a triaxial nuclear shape withg.0°, Lund convention@65#,
in conjunction with the specific position of the Fermi surfa
within a given subshell@66#. Positiveg corresponds to rota
tion about the short axis of the triaxial nuclear shape. In
present case of124La, cranked shell-model calculations ind
cate a signature inversion for thenh11/2 orbital for g only
FIG. 14. ExperimentalB(E2;I→I 21)/B(E2;I→I 22) ratios
of reduced transition probabilities for band 3 in124La.
TABLE VIII. Quasiparticle assignments to the rotational ban
in 124La at low spin.
Band Quasiparticle label Dominant configuration
1 Eb ph11/2^ nd3/2
2 Ei, Ej a ph11/2^ nd5/2
3 Ee, Ef ph11/2^ nh11/2
4 Fe, Ff ph11/2^ nh11/2
5 Ce, De pg9/2^ nh11/2










slightly positive; results calculated at a rotational frequen
v50.25 MeV/\ are shown in Fig. 16, where the inversio
of the e and f orbitals can be seen atg.4°. For higher
frequencies, the inversion point increases slightly such th
has reachedg510° at v50.50 MeV/\. The signature in-
version in band 3 of124La could thus be simply explained b
FIG. 15. Plot of the energy staggering parameterS(I ) versus
assumed spinI for the DI 51 bands in124La. The solid and open
symbols represent the two signatures of each band, with the s
symbol corresponding to the theoretically ‘‘favored’’ component.
~b! the dotted and dashed lines represent the corresponding ban
122La and 126La, respectively.
FIG. 16. Quasineutron levels calculated as a function of
triaxiality parameterg for 124La at a rotational frequencyv
50.25 MeV/\. An inversion of the e and f levels, derived from













































H. J. CHANTLERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!small positiveg deformation (g*4°) for spinsI ,I c and an
axially symmetric shape (g'0°) for I .I c . However, the
oppositeeffect would be needed to explain the high-sp
signature inversion of band 4, i.e.,g'0° for I ,I c and g
*4° for I .I c . This unlikely scenario suggest that signatu
inversion is related to other physical effects.
Signature inversion is only ever seen in multiquasiparti
configurations and has been attributed to a residual pro
neutron (p-n) interaction @15#. In the case of a semide
coupled@37# structure, such as band 3, low-spin signatu
inversion has been attributed to a large repulsive matrix
ment of thep-n force acting in the maximally aligned intrin
sic state@3#. In the present case, this state withI max511\ is
pushed up in energy and the system behaves effectively
I max510\ and has a favored even-spin sequence. With
creasing rotation, however, theI max511\ state becomes
more favored such that the signature branches cross a
inversion spinI c .
More recently, quadrupole pairing correlations have be
considered. ‘‘Extended TRS’’ calculations@45#, which in-
clude a quadrupole pairing force, suggest that the (lm)
5(22) component is dominant in inducing signature inv
sion inA;125 nuclei around thenh11/2 midshell, i.e., nuclei
with N565, 67, prime examples being122La and 124La.
These calculations predict a triaxial shape withb2'0.29 and
g'113° for the ph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration in
124La. In
contrast, the simpler TRS calculations used here yield
axially symmetric shape withb250.28 andg50° while the
CQCPM calculations also yieldg'13°.
A test of triaxiality has been proposed in Ref.@67# that is
related to measuredB(M1) rates between favored and unf
vored signature components of a rotational band. Takin
unique-parity high-spin orbital~e.g., h11/2) in an odd-A








Here DB(M1)5B(M1;I→I 21)2B(M1;I 21→I 22) is
the difference in theB(M1) rates forDI 51 transitions from
one signature to the other and vice versa, while^B(M1)& is
the average value. The quantityDe8/\v is the ratio of the
experimental signature splitting of the Routhians@52# di-
vided by the rotational frequency. The definition of spin e
sures thatDe850 at the inversion spinI c5(18.5\). Com-
parison of the left-hand side of Eq.~11! to the right-hand side
yields a test for triaxiality. Assuming a constant rotation
stretchedB(E2) rate, theB(M1) values of Eq.~11! may be
substituted by the measuredB(M1)/B(E2) ratios~Fig. 13!.
If Eq. ~11! can be generalized to the case of two uniqu
parity orbitals in an odd-odd nucleus~e.g., the ph11/2
^ nh11/2 configuration!, it immediately implies that there
should be no signature dependence in theB(M1) rates when
De850, i.e., DB(M1)→0 around the signature inversio
spin I c5(18.5\). Results for band 3 are plotted in Fig. 1
where it can be seen that a constant difference in the ratio















just above the signature-inversion spin, the ratios beco
approximately equal. This behavior could be interpreted a
shape change from triaxial (g.0°) to axially symmetric
(g50°) around the inversion spin.
2. Band 1: ph11Õ2‹nd3Õ2 band
The decoupled nature of band 1 implies that it is built
a configuration with a lowK value. It is hence assigned
Kp502,12 ph11/2^ nd3/2 doubly decoupled@38# configura-
tion making use of theV51/2 E and b orbitals~see Fig. 10
and Table VII!. A similar band is seen in the126La isotope
@46# and a decoupled band has also been observed in
126Pr isotone@68#, with possibly the same configuration, a
though a positive-parityph11/2^ nh9/2 structure was also
considered.
Band 1 shows evidence for a rotational alignment of p
ticles atv'0.60 MeV/\. This is most likely theve f align-
ment of h11/2 neutrons in Fig. 10, which is blocked in a
other bands. Experimentally, the alignment occurs much l
than expected:ve f'0.36 MeV/\ in Fig. 10~b!. Further-
more, the alignment frequency in124La is even higher than
the corresponding neutron alignments in theph11/2 bands of
neighboring odd-A lanthanum isotopes, which occur a
0.45–0.50 MeV/\ @18#. The discrepancy between predicte
and experimentalnh11/2 alignment frequencies is a commo
feature of this mass region and has been discussed in d
in Refs. @18,69#; proton-neutron pairing or deformation e
fects have been considered as an explanation of the disc
ancy.
3. Band 2: ph11Õ2‹nd5Õ2 band
Band 2 is formed by coupling theph11/2 intruder orbital
to higher-lying positive parity neutron orbitals. The theore
ical results of Fig. 10 and Table VII show two possibleVp
55/21 orbitals based onn@413#5/21 (g7/2, with near-
degenerate signature components c and d! and n@402#5/21
(d5/2, with components i and j!, respectively. These calcula
tions, performed withb250.28 andg50°, suggest that the
Kp532 ph11/2^ ng7/2 configuration, with signature compo
FIG. 17. These ratios plotted for band 3 as a function of s









































SIGNATURE INVERSION IN DOUBLY ODD 124La PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014311 ~2002!nents Ec (a50) and Ed (a51), would be energetically fa
vored over theKp532 ph11/2^ nd5/2 configuration, with
signature components Ei (a50) and Ej (a51). However,
theB(M1)/B(E2) ratios for band 2 are more consistent w
estimations for the latter configuration; thel 11/2 nd5/2 or-
bital induces largerB(M1) values than thel 21/2 ng7/2 or-
bital. Hence theph11/2^ nd5/2 configuration is the preferred
assignment for band 2. With this assignment the correct
nature (a50) is favored at low spin in Fig. 15~a!. The sig-
natures do cross, however, for spins around 18.5\ which is
the inversion spin for bands 3 and 4@Figs. 15~b! and 15~c!,
respectively#.
Theph11/2^ nd5/2 configuration has also been assigned
the corresponding band in126La @46#. The present cranking
calculations can be reconciled with this configuration
changing the quadrupole deformation parameters. Whi
decrease inb2 slightly lowers the excitation energy of the
and j levels (nd5/2) in Fig. 10~b!, a more dramatic chang
occurs when introducing triaxiality withg.0°. Indeed, for
g'20° the c/d (ng7/2) and i/j (nd5/2) levels all become de
generate at zero frequency. It should be noted that triaxia
with positive g also inverts the signatures of the yra
ph11/2^ nh11/2 band, as discussed previously in Sec. IV E
4. Band 5: pg9Õ2‹nh11Õ2 band
The DI 51 transitions of band 5 have angular distrib
tions with positiveA2 coefficients ~Table V!, implying d
.0. Such unusual behavior is characteristic of thepg9/2
orbital which originates below the sphericalZ550 gap. In-
deed,DI 51 transitions with positive multipole mixing ratio
have systematically been observed inpg9/2^ nh11/2 bands in
doubly odd antimony (Z551) @12# and iodine (Z553) @13#
isotopes. Hence, band 5 in124La is assigned a simila
pg9/2^ nh11/2 configuration with degenerate signature co
ponents Ce (a50) and De (a51). Such a configuration ha
Kp582 and is based on thep@404#9/21 ^ n@523#7/22 con-
figuration, leading to the spin assignments of Fig. 3. The s
of the mixing ratio is related to the sign of the quant
(gK2gR) for a prolate nuclear shape. The value of (gK
2gR) can be estimated from Eq.~7! and is indeed found to
be positive for the assigned configuration of band 5.
The experimentalB(M1)/B(E2) ratios for band 5,
shown in Fig. 13~d!, are larger at low spin than for the othe
bands. The ratios decrease with increasing spin but, at
lowest spins, are larger than the predictions of the rotatio









Unlike the other bands in124La, which all contain anh11/2
proton which blocks the first allowed proton alignment, ba
5 exhibits thevEF proton alignment of anh11/2 pair. This
alignment takes place at a frequency ofv'0.30 MeV/\,
close to the predicted frequency in Fig. 10~a!. Similar align-
ments are seen in strongly coupledpg9/2 bands of odd-A
121,123,125La @16–18#. In Fig. 15~d!, the two signatures of
band 5 are degenerate belowI 514\. Above this spin, a
small signature splitting is observed with the expecteda
50 component favored.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The doubly odd nucleus57
124La67 has been studied to hig
spin using the Gammasphereg-ray spectrometer in conjunc
tion with ancillary charged-particle and neutron detect
and the Argonne Fragment Mass Analyzer. The low-s
yrast band, based on aph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration, exhibits
a signature inversion in its level energiesbelow Ic
5(18.5\). A second band is also associated with an exci
ph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration and shows a signature inversi
above Ic5(18.5\). The yrastph11/2^ nh11/2 band also ex-
hibits a clear signature dependence~staggering! in its mea-
suredB(M1)/B(E2) ratios of reduced transition probabil
ties, but with no change of phase~inversion! evident; the
ratios are larger for transitions from thea51 signature to the
a50 signature.
A third band is assigned aph11/2^ nd5/2 configuration. A
DI 52 band, based on theKp512 ph11/2^ nd3/2 configura-
tion, was also observed. Finally, a stongly coupled ba
based on a high-K (Kp582) pg9/2^ nh11/2 configuration
was also established and is believed to be built on the ‘‘hi
spin’’ isomer observed in previousb-decay studies. This
band represents the first evidence for thepg9/2 proton~hole!
orbital in a doubly odd lanthanum isotope.
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